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Red Faction Armageddon

Half a century after the Red Faction resistance and their Marauder allies freed Mars from the 
brutal Earth Defense Force, harmony on Mars is again threatened but this time by a lethal 
force shrouded in mystery. 
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RED FACTION: ARMAGEDDON

Half a century after the Red Faction resistance and their Marauder allies freed Mars from the brutal Earth Defense Force, 
harmony on Mars is again threatened but this time by a lethal force shrouded in mystery.

When the massive Terraformer that supplies Mars with its Earth-like air and weather is destroyed, the atmosphere turns to chaos, 
super-tornados and lightning storms engulf the planet. To survive, the Colonists flee to the underground mines and build a 
network of habitable caves.

Five years later, Darius Mason, grandson of Martian Revolution heroes Alec Mason and Samanya, runs a lucrative business from 
Bastion, underground hub of Colonist activity. Mining, scavenging, mercenary work--if the job is dangerous, Darius is your man. 
Few sane people now venture to the ravaged surface, aside from contractors like Darius and the smugglers who run goods 
between the settlements.

When Darius is tricked into reopening a mysterious shaft in an old Marauder temple, he releases a long-dormant evil and 
unleashes Armageddon on Mars. As Colonist and Marauder settlements are torn asunder, only Darius and the Red Faction can 
save mankind. The battle will take them across the storm-blasted planet--and below it, to the very heart of the unspeakable threat.

DARIUS MASON

Grandson of Red Faction: Guerrilla’s Alec Mason and Samanya, Darius Mason continues the family tradition of fighting for the 
freedom of Mars. In Red Faction: Armageddon, Darius faces a new evil beneath the surface that threatens all human life on the 
planet.

Darius carries both Colonist and Marauder blood, and feels connections to both cultures. Like Alec, he’s at home in a shaft 
blasted out or drilled by his own labor. And, while not a trained scientist, he’s inherited Samanya’s genius for invention. (His AI 
gauntlet’s acronym S.A.M. stands not only for Situation Awareness Module, but is an homage to the grandmother he never met.) 
In fact, much of his renown and prowess is based on tools he built or adapted from Marauder or old EDF tech.

He’s confident, determined, and sharp as a miner’s chisel. But don’t be fooled by the wisecracks and cool exterior. Darius Mason 
has absolutely no problem delivering mayhem. 
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